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Let A and B be square matrices with entries in C[[qj, the ring of formal power 
series in 4 over the complex field. Let (A( denote the determinant, A’ the adjoint. 
We show that 
l+x(l-q)-‘(A-B)+X~((1-q)(1-q2))-1(A-qB)(‘4-B)+ .‘. 
+x”((l-q)(l-q2)~..(1-q”))-‘(A-q”-’B)(A-q”-ZB)...(A-~)+ . . . 
=[(~l-Ax~)((l-Aqxx()((l-Aq*x~)~.~(~l-Aq’”-”x~)...]- 
x[(l-Ax)‘(l-Bx)(l-Aqx)‘(l-Bqx)(l-Aq’x)’ 
x(1-Bq’x)...(l-Aq’“-“x)‘(l-Bq’“-”x)..,]. 
0 1991 Academic Press, Inc. 
The usefulness of the q-identity 
1 +x(1 -4)-l (b-a)+.?((1 -q)(l -q2))-l(b-aq)(b-a)+ ..* 
+x”(((l-q)(l-q2).**(1-q”))-l(b-aq”-’)...(b-a))+ *a* 
=(1-bx)-~(1-ax)(l-bqx)-‘(1-aqx)...(1-bq”x)-’(1-aq”x)~~~ 
is well known [l, (2.2.7), p. 19; (2.2.1), p. 17, is a special case]. We show 
that the same identiy holds when a and b are matrices. 
THEOREM. Let A and B be square matrices with entries in CI[q], the ring 
of formal power series in q over the complex Jield. Let (Al denote the deter- 
minant, A’ the adjoint. Then, 
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=f(ll-Axl)(l-Aqxl)(Il-Aq2x{)..- 
x(11--Aq(“-‘)x1)...]-’ 
x [(l -Ax)’ (1 -BX)(l -Aqx)’ (1 -Bqx)(l -Aq2x)’ 
x(l-Bq2x)*..(l-Aq’“-“x)‘(l-Bq’“-”x)...]. 
The identity is established by expressing the infinite power product 
((1 -AX)-’ (1 -Bx)y)” in two different “normal forms” in an algebra 
generalizing the q-algebra of [Z]. The special case B = 0 was studied 
in [3]. 
We first recall some q-algebraic preliminaries [2]. Let Cc be the complex 
field, C[q]1 the ring of formal power series, and R a ring with identity 
containing C[q] in its center. The q-polynomial algebra over the linearly 
ordered set (x < y> is the associative R-algebra freely generated by x and 
y satisfying the commutation relations 
YX = qxy, cx = xc, CY = YC, 
where c E R. We will denote this q-algebra by R[x < y],. By using the com- 
mutation relations, every element f(x, y) E R[x < y], can be uniquely 
expressed as a finite sum 
f(x, Y) = c +Y’, 
where a, E R. We calf this the normal form off (x, y). The normal form of 
a q-power series in (x < y> and the normal form of a formal power product 
are similarly defined [2]. 
Now we let R be the ring of n x n matrices with entries in Qqj. Let A 
and B be in R. We derive the identity by writing the formal infinite power 
product (( 1 - Ax) - ’ (1 - Rx) y)” in two different normal forms. First, if 
we move all the y’s to the right, we have 
((1 -Ax)-’ (1 -Bx)y)” 
=((1-Ax)-‘(1-Bx)(l-Aqx)-l(1-I3qx)~~~ 
x(l-Aq”-‘x)-‘(l-Bq”-lx)...)y” 
=[(~l,AxJ)(~l-AqxJ)(~l-Aq*x))..*([1-Aq’”-”xJ)...]-* 
x [(l -Ax)’ (1 -Bx)(l -Aqx)’ (1 -Bq.x)(l -Aq2x)’ 
x(l-Bq2x)-..(l-Aq’“-“x)‘(l-~q’“-~’x)..-]y~. 
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Next, we observe that 
(Ax+(l -Bx)y)((l -Ax)-’ (1 -Bx)y)” 
=Ax((l -Ax)-’ (1 -Bx)y)” 
+(l -BX)y((l-Ax)-l(l -Bx)y)” 
=Ax((l -Ax)-’ (1 -Bx)y)“+ (1 -Ax)(l -Ax)-’ 
x (1 -Bx)y((l -Ax)-’ (1 -Bx)y)” 
=((l-Ax)-l(l-Bx)y)“. 
Of course, (Ax + (1 - Bx) y)(Ax + (1 - Bx) u)” = (Ax + (1 - Bx) y)“. The 
annihilator of (Ax+(l-Bx)y) being 0, we have ((1-Ax)-l(l-Bx)y)” 
=(-4x+(1-Bx)y)“. Now, (Ax+(l-Bx)y)“=(y+x(A-By))“. Ifwe 
expand (y+x(A -By))” into sum of products of y and x(A - By), we 
obtain two types of products: products with infinitely many factors of 
x(.4 -By) and products with finitely many factors of x(A -By). If a 
product has infinitely many factors of x(A -By), its normal form would 
contain infinitely many q’s (except the term (Ax)” (when B=O) which we 
will consistently ignore) and it would be q-adically equal 0. This means 
(y+x(A-By))“=y”+((l-y)-‘x(-4-By))y” 
+((l-y)-lx@-By))‘y”+ . ..((l-y)-‘x(.4-By))“y”+ ..a 
=(1+x(1-q)-‘(A-B)+ ..a +x”(((l-q)(1-q2)... 
x(1-q”))-1(A-Bq”-‘)+4-B))+ . ..)y”. 
Hence the desired identity. 
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